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                                      BACTERIOPHAGE    

 Bacteriophage, also called phage or bacterial virus, any group of viruses that infect and use bacterial 

resources for their own reproduction. Bacteriophages were discovered independently by Frederick W. 

Twort in Great Britain (1915) and Félix d’Hérelle in France (1917). D’Hérelle coined the 

term bacteriophage, meaning “bacteria eater,” to describe the agent’s bacteriocidal ability. 

Bacteriophages also infect the single-celled prokaryotic organisms known as archaea. They are 

characterised by a high specificity to bacteria at infection and are very common in all environments. 

Their number is directly related to the number of bacteria present.  

 

Classification of Bacteriophages 

Virus classification is based on characteristics such as morphology, type of nucleic acid, replication 

mode, host organism and type of disease. The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses 

(ICTV) has produced an ordered system for classifying viruses.  Phages are found in a variety of 

morphologies: filamentous phages, phages with a lipid-containing envelope and phages with lipids in 

the particle shell . They have a genome, either DNA or RNA, which can be single or double stranded. 

Nearly 5500 bacterial viruses have been characterised by electron microscopy (EM).   

 

  
 

The phages have specific host. E. coli has been studied most extensively from this point of view. The 

bacteriophage capable of destroying E. coli is called coli-phage. The types of coli-phages have been 

called as T-phages. 

 

(i) T-Even Phages (T2, T4, T6): 

       These phages have an angular head and contractile tail. The DNA contain a unique base 5-

hydroxyl methyl cytosine in place of cytosine. These viruses are most thoroughly studied viruses. 

These are also called virulent as they cause death of the host cells. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Frederick-William-Twort
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Frederick-William-Twort
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Felix-d-Herelle
https://www.britannica.com/science/archaea
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(ii) T-Odd Phages (T1, T3, T7): 

These viruses have an angular head and a short non-contractile tail. The DNA contain cytosine. These 

are temperate viruses as their genetic material becomes integrated with bacterial chromosomes and the 

host remains unaffected. 

(iii) T5 Phages: 

These viruses have an angular head and non-contractile tail. The DNA of these viruses also contains 

cytosine. 

Structure of Bacteriophage: 

With the help of electron microscope, the morphology of the bacteriophage has been studied. The T 

even phages show complex symmetry. These viruses are generally tadpole shaped i.e., a ‘head’ 

followed by a ‘tail’. The T4 phage  consists of the five important sub-structures such as the head, head-

tail connector, tail base plate and fibers . The viral particle is naked icosahedral and tailed.  

1. The head is an elongated, bi-pyramidal, hexagonal like prism consisting of two 10-faced 

equatorial bands. This shape is also known as elongated icosahedron It consists of a pyramidal 

vertex at either ends also. Size of head is 95 X 65 nm which consists of about 2,000 identical 

protein subunits (capsomers).  

2. The phage consists of a long helical tail which is connected to the head with a connector having 

a collar with attached whiskers. Around the tail, fibres remain folded and held at midpoint by the 

whiskers. Size of the tail is 80 x 18 nm.It consists of an inner tubular core (having a hole of 25 

A0) which is surrounded by a contractile sheath. Protein subunits (144) arranged in 24 rings each 

containing 6 subunits, constitute the sheath. The sheath connects the head at one end and base 

plate at the other end.  

3. From the head at distal end, there is a hexagonal base plate attached to an end of tail. The base 

plate contains six spikes or tail fibers at its six corners.  

4. The spikes are 130 x 2 nm in size. The spikes have two parts, the proximal half fibre, and the 

distal half fibre. The former is attached to the base plate and the later helps in recognition of 

specific receptor sites present on cell surface of the bacterial cell wall.  
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5. A dsDNA molecule of about 50 µm is tightly packed inside the head. The DNA is about 1,000 

times longer than the phage itself. It is circular and terminally redundant.  

Life Cycle of Bacteriophage: 

 

1. Lytic cycle 

Virulent or lytic phage produces lysis of infected cell releasing large number of progeny viruses. 

2. Lyogenic cycle 

The genome of lysogenic phage becomes integrated with bacterial chromosome and remains 

in a dormant state (prophage). The prophage is replicated synchronously with the bacterial 

chromosome and segregated to the daughter cell during bacterial division without harming 

the host cell.  

Many phages are temperate phages that have two reproductive options: upon entry into the host, 

they can reproduce like the virulent phages and lyse the host cell, or they can remain within the 

host without destroying it. 
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Fig: Lytic and Lysogenic Cycles of Temperate Phages. Temperate phages have two phases to their life cycles. The lysogenic cycle 

allows the genome of the virus to be replicated passively as the host cell’s genome is replicated. Certain environmental factors such as 

UV light can cause a switch from the lysogenic cycle to the lytic cycle. In the lytic cycle, new virus particles are made and released 

when the host cell lyses. Virulent phages are limited to just the lytic cycle. 

 

Phages are usually specific for a few bacterial strains, because of the presence of phage specific 

receptors.  

The replication cycle of virulent phage is divided into five sequential phases : 

1. Adsorption:  The phage particles come into contact by random collision and a phage attaches to 

a specific receptor site on the host cell membrane by means of tail fibres. After landing there 

starts the second process of adsorption which is known as pinning . Before pinning the phage 

can move attached with tips of tail fibres to cell surface until it finds the site for pinning of 

spikes. 

Pinning is the irreversible process. All the activities before pinning are reversible. Possibly it occurs 

at the point where both plasma membrane and cell wall are attached 

2. Penetration: After adsorption of phage to bacteria, the tail sheath of phage contracts and the 

base plate and tail fibres are held firmly against the bacterial cell. As a result the hollow core is 

pushed downwards through the already weakened part of cell-wall caused by a phage 

muramidase present on the base plate. 

The viral nucleic acid passes down the hollow tube similar to injection through a syringe. The 

tube does not penetrate the cell wall and the empty head (capsid) and tail remain outside as shell 

or ghost. 
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3. Synthesis of phage components: After the release of nucleic acid into the bacterial cell, the 

viral genome directs the biosynthetic machinery of host cell to shut down the normal cellular 

metabolism and to produce components of new virus particles. This is effected by synthesis of 

specific enzymes (called early proteins) necessary for synthesis of phage components. 

Subsequently, late protein, subunits of phage head and tail appear. Some of the components 

appear in the nucleus and others in the cytoplasm of host cell. 

 

4. Maturation and assembly: During maturation there is spontaneous assembly of phage DNA 

head protein and tail protein of phage. Each component of phage nucleic acid acquires a protein 

coat and finally the tail structures are added forming a virion (infective virus particle). 

5. Release of progeny viruses:  The progeny phages are rapidly released by the lysis of the 

infected bacterium. Phage enzyme (probably muramidase) weakens the cell wall during 

replication of phage. As a result the infected bacterium assumes a spherical shape. Muramidase 

concentration rises in the late stage of growth cycle, which acts on the already damaged cell-

wall causing lysis of cell with release of progeny phage. 

Eclipse phase: The time interval between the entry of phage nucleic acid into the bacterial cell to the 

appearance of first infectious  intra-cellular phage particle is called “eclipse phase”. 
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Biological Importance of Bacteriophages: 

1. Bacteriophages have been used in prophylaxis and medical treatment against several pathogenic 

bacterial diseases e.g., cholera, plague, dysentery, enteric fever etc.  

2. In many cases bacteriophages determine the micro-flora of the soil. Thus, they play an important 

role in agriculture.  

3. In space microbiology, lysogenic cultures are used as radiation detectors and are used in USSR 

spaceship Vostok 2. 

4. Temperate phages serve as ‘vector in transferring the genetic material from one bacterial cell to 

another (transduction).  

5. Bacteriophages are very harmful during the process of manufacturing of antibiotic and milk 

products because they kill beneficial bacteria by their lysogenic activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

          
 

 

 


